WHAT IS HEINONLINE?

HeinOnline is a premier online database that bridges an important research gap in history by providing comprehensive coverage from inception of more than 2,800 law-related periodicals, as well as all essential government documents, constitutions, world trials, classic treatises and much more! In addition, HeinOnline has partnered with Fastcase, a leading next-generation legal research service that features powerful “best-case-first” tools that make research faster than ever. This partnership offers HeinOnline subscribers access to a wide array of case law at the federal and state levels and enables users to access the full text of cases through their HeinOnline subscription without the hassle of using multiple research databases.

Our multidisciplinary research database includes more than 100 subjects, such as:

- Aeronautics/Space Law
- Animal Rights
- Bankruptcy
- Business/Economics
- Commercial Law
- Criminal Law and Procedure
- Environmental Law
- Family Law
- Gender Studies
- Health and Safety
- Human Rights
- International Relations
- Political Science
- Public Law and Policy
- Religious Studies/Theology
- Social Welfare
- Sports Law
- Taxation
- Technology/Computer
- Trade Regulation
- Trusts and Estates
- Women Studies
- Terrorism/Security Issues
- Much more!
WHAT IS HEINOOLINE

WHY LIBRARIES CHOOSE HEINONLINE

AFFORDABLE
In addition to the wealth of material available at an incredibly reasonable price, more than one million pages are added each month, greatly increasing the value of a subscription. Many institutions are switching to HeinOnline to replace existing resources for half the price!

AUTHORITATIVE
HeinOnline is composed of image-based PDFs, which are as authoritative as print material for citation purposes, because they are exact facsimiles of the original print materials. Documents contain exact pagination, as well as graphs, charts, or pictures found in the print version. Users will feel as if they have the print version directly in front of them, just in a searchable, digital format!

COMPREHENSIVE
HeinOnline contains more than 2,700 journals on a variety of subjects, including animal rights, human rights, political science, history, gender studies, election law, civil rights, foreign relations, and more. All journals date back to inception and more than 90% are available through the current issue or volume. HeinOnline also contains comprehensive coverage of U.S. federal government and state session laws.

TOOLS
Hein’s ScholarCheck helps users navigate between related material with in-line linking and various citation metrics, including most-cited and most-accessed. MyHein is HeinOnline’s personal research tool, which allows users to bookmark articles save search queries, set up eTOC alerts, and more. Author Profile Pages display a page which will showcase an author’s articles and ScholarCheck rankings.

SCOPE AND DEPTH
Coverage of United States government publications is comprehensive back to inception, and all titles are exact replicas of the official print publication from the Government Printing Office. Government documents are easy to browse and search and, in many cases, covers material far beyond the range available other commercial publisher or even government websites.

SEARCH ENGINE
HeinOnline’s powerful search engine and user-friendly interface combine to provide both new and experienced users with an excellent research experience. Locating documents is quick, and searching includes facets to guarantee relevant search results.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
The support team at HeinOnline is second to none, providing users with searching and document retrieval assistance, customized web-based training, and exemplary customer service. Users can contact us via email, phone, live chat, or social media. The staff behind HeinOnline is extremely receptive to feedback. Some of our best features and tools have come from user suggestions!

HELP & TRAINING
HeinOnline’s help pages provide a wealth of resources, including training guides, FAQs, and videos to help users get the most from their subscriptions. Free, customizable training sessions are available from HeinOnline experts.
LAW JOURNAL LIBRARY

Academic journals provide a wealth of information regarding law and law-related issues, as well as in-depth analyses of important legal decisions. The Law Journal Library is comprehensive, beginning with the first issue ever published of more than 2,800 periodicals. With more than 39 million pages of articles, comments, notes, book reviews, cases, decisions, and legislation, this database bridges an important research gap.

The Law Journal Library contains periodicals covering more than 100 subject areas which are published in sixty different countries. One of the most advantageous features of HeinOnline is that it is an image-based database, providing exact page images as they originally appear in hard copy. Therefore, all charts, graphs, photographs, and footnotes appear where they belong!

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

HeinOnline contains comprehensive coverage of documents from the U.S. Government such as congressional hearings, committee prints, and more! Databases include:

- Congressional Record (1873-date)
- Congressional Record Daily (1980-date)*
- Federal Register (1936-current)*
- Code of Federal Regulations (1938-current)
- U.S. Congressional Serial Set
- U.S. Statutes at Large (1789-current)
- U.S. Code (1925-current)
- U.S. Federal Legislative History Library (1800-date)
- U.S. Supreme Court Library (1754-date)
- U.S. Federal Agency Documents, Decisions, and Appeals
- U.S. Presidential Library

* These databases are updated daily!

CASE LAW

HeinOnline has partnered with Fastcase, a leading next-generation legal research service that features powerful “best-case-first” tools that make research faster than ever. This partnership offers HeinOnline subscribers access to a wide array of case law at the federal and state levels and enables HeinOnline users to access the full text of cases through their HeinOnline subscription without the hassle of using multiple research databases. Fastcase helps busy users sift through the clutter, ranking the best cases first and enabling the re-sorting of results to find answers fast.

Features include inline hyperlinking of cases within text of documents in HeinOnline, Bad Law Bot which displays a red flag when negative treatment has been posted to a case, Hein’s ScholarCheck tool which is integrated into Fastcase’s interface, and much more!

INTERNATIONAL RESOURCES

HeinOnline offers a large assortment of international resources, such as:

- Annual Statutes of Canada
- Brill Nijhoff Journal & Yearbook Collection
- Foreign & International Law Resources database
- Foreign Relations of the United States
- Harvard Research in International Law
- History of International Law
- Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals (IFLP)
- Israel Law Reports
- Philippine Law Collection
- United Nations Law Collection
- World Constitutions Illustrated: Contemporary & Historical Documents and Resources
- World Trials Library
- World Treaties Library
- And more!

“Hein is one of my longtime favorite companies. Y’all have a great product and I’ve never (NEVER!) had a bad customer service experience with Hein. Everyone I’ve ever asked/talked to/whined at has been knowledgeable and kind. And this has been the case for over 20 years. I don’t dread getting in touch with y’all, even if my question/situation is weird. Thank you from the bottom of my withered little heart.”

- Rebekah Maxwell
Associate Director of Library Operations | University of South Carolina
HEINONLINE BLOG

If you're interested in using HeinOnline, discovering great research tips and tricks, and expanding your knowledge of a variety of disciplines, the HeinOnline Blog is the place to be.

Several members of the HeinOnline team contribute to the HeinOnline Blog to make database research not only easy, but enticing. The authors have decades of combined experience working with HeinOnline, so they are well-versed in the nuances of each database. Their expertise helps both new and experienced users find the best ways to navigate HeinOnline and locate the most relevant hidden gems.

Peruse the HeinOnline Blog to discover endless content relating to numerous disciplines, including law, history, international relations, criminal justice, human rights, and many more. Stay in the know about new and upcoming databases, features, and other content. Refresh and refine your understanding of HeinOnline with useful tips and tricks.

To discuss subscription options, please contact a sales representative:

Wm. Shannon Hein
Executive Vice President
(800) 828-7571, Ext. 165
shein@wshein.com

Steve Roses
Director of Sales
(800) 828-7571, Ext. 107
sroses@wshein.com

Tim Hooge
Managing Director of Sales
(800) 828-7571, Ext. 133
thooge@wshein.com

Roxanne Marmion
Sales Representative
(800) 828-7571, Ext. 163
rmarmion@wshein.com